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ABSTRACT
Statistical studies indicate the fact that in Iran, like many other developing countries, a
significant percentage of buildings are made of traditional materials and most of them are adobe
buildings especially in rural areas. Furthermore, geological data indicates that Iran is located in alpsHimalayas seismic zone and exposed by destructive earthquakes and adobe buildings suffer the most
damages comparing with other types of the structures. According to these explanations, a need for
conducting a research on adobe buildings behavior and improving the seismic response of these
buildings is felt. This study provides an investigation on in-plane behavior of retrofitted adobe walls
and seismic characteristics of these structural elements including failure modes, stiffness and ductility.
The numerical models are based on the previously-tested adobe walls retrofitted with steel straps and
they are calibrated against the associated experimental results. In the following, parametric studies are
performed on the effects of opening size, the number of steel straps and their patterns and mortar shear
strength. The results indicate that the lateral behavior of the studied adobe walls are influenced by the
three latter parameters; while the former one has negligible effects on behavioral characteristics on the
studied adobe walls.
Keywords: Retrofitted adobe walls, Numerical modeling, Parametric study, Steel straps, Steel welded
mesh

INTRODUCTION
Masonry is popular among many people living in rural areas especially in developing countries
because of its price, availability and suitable application in sound and heat isolation. On the other
hand, improper performance of these buildings during devastating earthquakes, rank masonry as the
non-engineering building materials. Heretofore, many investigations on masonry buildings are carried
out in order to study seismic behavior of these buildings and also compensate the effects of their poor
seismic performance. After devastating earthquake in Bam on December 26, 2003, a project for
probing rural buildings behavior under earthquake loading in Sharif University of Technology was
commenced. This project has nine phases; In the first phase, Khosravifar and Mousavi created a
database of non-engineering buildings in which masonry buildings in Iran classified as nine types
(Khosravifar, 2006). In the second phase, properties and behaviors of typical buildings subjected to
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earthquake were investigated and simple numerical models based on ambient dynamic tests were
developed (Lotfalipur, 2007, Dehghan, 2007). Over the third and the fourth phases, Masaeli and
Yekrangnia carried out standard tests on adobe materials. Moreover pushover experiments on several
adobe panels was done and additionally shaking table tests on two distinct buildings in the state of
common practice and retrofitted were carried out (Yekrangnia, 2009, Masaeli, 2009). In the fifth
phase, Hassani performed numerical simulation of the previously tested adobe panel and the
previously-tested common practice building (Hassani, 2010). In the sixth phase, Somi performed
pushover tests on 13 adobe walls to investigate the in-plane behavior of these structural elements
(Somi, 2009). Three specimen were tested include non-retrofitted adobe wall without any opening,
non-retrofitted adobe wall with one opening (window) and non-retrofitted adobe wall with two
openings (door and window). Moreover performance improvements of adobe walls were
experimentally evaluated by utilizing three different retrofitting systems. Hashemi derived numerical
and analytical models on the three aforementioned non-retrofitted walls and performed parametric
study on different factors influencing force-displacement behavior of adobe walls with opening
(Hashemi, 2011). This research following the above mentioned seven phases, deals with developing
numerical models for retrofitted adobe walls without opening, retrofitted adobe walls with one
opening (window) and retrofitted adobe walls with two openings (door and window). The considered
models are based on adobe walls which tested by Somi which were retrofitted by steel straps.

MODELS DESCRIPTIONS
Numerical models are calibrated against the previously tested experimental tests results (Somi,
2009). As stated before, the specimens considered in this study include three walls which were
retrofitted with steel straps. The specimens include specimen 1 (retrofitted wall, without opening),
specimen 2 (retrofitted wall with one window opening), specimen 3 (retrofitted wall with two
openings of door and window). In all specimens, a vertical load equal to 4.2ton was applied. More
details about the test setup and specimens dimensions are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In addition,
steel straps pattern for specimen 2 is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Test setup; dimensions in cm (Somi, 2009)

Figure 2. Test setup plan; dimensions in cm (Somi, 2009)

Figure 3. Steel straps pattern; dimensions in cm (Somi 2009)
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NUMERICAL MODEL
There are several numerical investigations on masonry buildings; each addressing a special
feature of this structural type. It is beneficiary to mention an investigation by Rots and Lourenco on
the behavior of masonry buildings. They proposed a failure criterion for mortar and masonry blocks
(Lourenco et al., 1998). Aforementioned criteria offers two fracture energy levels in tension and two
fracture energy levels in compression. The model capability to demonstrate the nonlinear behavior of
orthotropic materials was investigated and several experiments were conducted to determine masonry
behavior to calibrate the input parameters of the numerical model. There are different approaches to
model an adobe wall which can be classified as Micro modeling, simplified Micro modeling, Macro
modeling (Annecchiarico et al., 2010). In macro modeling, numerical model is represented as
homogenous orthotropic material with different mechanical properties along the different principal
axis. Plastic properties can be assigned to the model in order to simulate failure modes. However,
models based on macro approach cannot capture exact behavior of some failure modes of masonry
walls including shear sliding; however, macro modeling is affordable in computational costs and
hence is widely used in practice especially for large structures in which general behavior of the model
is of importance. On the other hand, in micro modeling approach, adobe blocks and vertical and
horizontal mortar among the blocks are modeled separately and linear or nonlinear materials can be
assigned to each part. Note that, in this study, the simplified micro modeling is implemented.
Models are created in ABAQUS Software. The adobe blocks are modeled by solid continuum
elements (C3DR) and meshed by cubic pattern with 100×100×50mm size. The adobe material is
modeled by elastic homogeneous material with elastic modulus of 107MPa. Steel straps are modeled
by C3DR and all degrees of freedom in their nodes are slaved to the degrees of freedom of the
adjacent nodes on the surface of the wall. Steel material is defined as elastic-perfectly plastic material
with yield stress of 240MPa. Steel straps are 1mm in thickness and 10mm in width and they has been
tied to the surface over specific areas. The analyses are performed by nonlinear dynamic explicit
solver and 7cm of target walls’ top displacement is applied over 10sec. the time period of 10sec was
selected in order to keep ratio of kinetic energy to total energy of the model under 10% in order to
simulate quasi-static loading of the models. Cohesive and friction behavior are applied to the
horizontal surfaces; however, since the head joints had not been filled with mortar, only frictional
behavior is applied to the vertical surfaces of adobe blocks. Failure mechanism of mortar is quadratic
stress criterion which considers residual resistance decays by exponential coefficient (D). Quadratic
stress failure criterion is accordant with Equation 1 and damage evolution coefficient is based on
Equation 2 (ABAQUS user’s Manual). Moreover, definition of the parameters of the numerical
models is summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Cohesive behavior and damage evolution (ABAQUS user’s manual)
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Table 1. Modeling parameters
Adobe
elastic
modulus
(MPa)
107

Mortar
tensile
strength
,(kPa)
1.35

Internal
friction
coefficient
0.6

Adobe
density

Mortar shear
strength
, (kPa)

(

8

)

Adobe
Poisson’s
ratio

(cm)

0.25

1

1667

30

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A comparison between monotonic and cyclic response of the experimental specimens and the
related numerical models is shown in Figure 5. As observed, good agreement between the numerical
and experimental results exist which proves the accuracy of the modeling approach and assumptions in
capturing the behavioral characteristics of the studied retrofitted adobe walls?
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b) Specimen-2: monotonic loading
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Figure 5. Comparison of experimental and numerical load-dispalcement curves

In Figure 6, failure mode from the experiment and that of the associated numerical model is
presented. As it is shown in Figure 6, displacement contour for specimen 1, demonstrate same crack
propagations in flanges as the experimental specimen. Moreover, as can be seen in this figure, bedjoint sliding and toe crushing failure modes is are the governing failure modes of Specimen 2.
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Figure 6. Comparison of experimental and numerical failure modes

PARAMETRIC STUDIES
In this part, the effects of parameters on load-displacement curve and failure mode of the studied
adobe walls is considered. It is noteworthy that these parametric investigations are applied on
Specimen-2 (retrofitted wall with one opening; window). Of these parameters are arrangement of
diagonal steel straps, opening dimensions and mortar mechanical properties.
Existence of diagonal straps
Two considered patterns of steel straps are shown in Figure 7; one of which having the diagonal
straps, as the same as the pattern in the experimental specimen and the other without these elements.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show load-displacement curves and failure mode of the models considering
different steel straps patterns. As it is shown in Figure 8, diagonal straps tolerate 16% of total load
carried by the wall. Figure 9 proves that by excluding the diagonal straps, toe crushing failure mode
amplifies.

a) with diagonal members

b) without diagonal members
Figure 7. Steel straps patterns
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Figure 8. Load-displacement curves considering different steel straps patterns

a) with diagonal strap
b) without diagonal strap
Figure 9. Failure modes considering different steel straps patterns

Geometric density of steel straps
To examine geometric density of orthogonal straps, parameter named A2 is defined which is the
area trapped among 4 straps orthogonal with each other. Average amount of A2 in the experimental
specimen is 0.27m2. Other considered values are 0.24m2, 0.28m2 and 0.36m2. Load-displacement
curves of different models are plotted in Figure 10. As it is show, the denser orthogonal straps (smaller
A2), the more strength the wall has. It is worth mentioning that for less dense straps (A2=0.36 m2),
some of the steel straps experience yielding.
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Figure 10. Different response curves for different A2 values

Opening dimensions
The size of opening in the experimental specimen was 100cm wide and 80cm in height. It is
intended to consider another opening dimension of 150cm×120cm in the numerical analysis. The
response curve of the models with different opening sizes is shown in Figure 11. It is worth to mention
that increase in opening size reduces ductility and strength of the wall by less than 10%.
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Figure 11. Response alternation due to various opening sizes

Mortar strength
Shear strength of mortar plays an important role in determination of load-displacement curve
and failure mode of adobe walls as well. To consider this effect, three shear strength of mortar are
taken into account; 8MPa, 32MPa and 64MPa. The response curves and failure modes of the models
with various mortar shear strength are presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively. As it is
shown in Figure 13, increase in mortar shear strength, bed-joint sliding failure mode occurred more
adjacent to the base.
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Figure 12. Response curves with different mortarshear strength

a)

Shear strength of 8MPa

b) Shear strength of 32MPa

c) Shear strength of 64MPa
Figure 13. Failure mode of models with various mortar shear strength
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CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this paper was to numerical simulation of behavior of retrofitted adobe walls
subjected to in-plane loading. The results of simplified micro finite element models of retrofitted
adobe walls subjected to lateral displacements are presented in this paper. Use of simplified micro
approach allows good simulation of the phenomenon to be achieved both in terms of failure modes
and response curves. Different parameters in model definitions were considered in parametric studies
in order to consider the extent of their effect on the aforementioned structural performance criteria. It
was concluded that increasing the size of opening has marginal effects of the strength of the studied
adobe walls. However, the number of steel straps, their pattern and mortar shear sheath play important
role in determination of failure model and load-displacement characteristics of adobe walls.
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